Place, Region, Landscape, Space
Place, region, landscape, space

• Complex terms in geography
Place: a rich concept

• A location
• Expresses relationships
  – with other places
  – with aspects of human culture
• Place: a relationship between the observer and the observed
  – The “betweeneness” of place
Who says the earth is covered mostly by water?

Three-quarters of the earth is covered by water. But five-sixths of the earth's countries are covered by ICI. We're everywhere. From Australia and New Zealand to Canada and Italy. In 150 countries, to be precise. With over 130,000 employees.

Which makes ICI Canada part of the most international science-based company on earth. But not only do we cover the world. We cover the world of technology.

Everything from agricultural products that ensure the healthy growth of food—to forest products that go into just about every page of newspaper in Canada. From explosives that help the mining industry dig up metals from under the earth—to paints that coat almost everything on top of it.

From lubricants that grease the wheels of transport and commerce—to fabric treatments that dress up the world of haute couture.

After all, as citizens of the world, we believe our responsibility goes further than one country. Across the seven seas, in fact... What we make is a world of differences.

ICI Canada Inc.
Place as Location

• Never absolute, always relative to other locations
• Never neutral, always shaded by some cultural meaning
  – Often by power
Place as relationship

- In relation to other places
- In relation to aspects of human culture
American Kitchens, Dept. SH
Division of AVCO Mfg. Corp.
Connersville, Indiana
Here's 25¢. Please send me
detail plans of kitchen layouts, 16-page
catalog, and 8-page booklet on
typical household tasks.
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• What relationships are implicit in the 1950s kitchen?
Place

• Place is also about the relationship between the observer and the observed
  – The ‘betweenness’ of place

• Brixton, even today is remembered as a place of racial tension, of the 1981 riots
  – Historical memory
• Place, Space, Region, Landscape
• In geography all have similarly rich, complex meanings
• About relationships
• In human culture these are always being shaped by something
Geography

• Complex in meaning too
• Academic geography investigates the world
• We also use ‘geography’ to denote ways of arranging the world
  – Power creates geographies, world orders, arrangements of territory